
Modern Rainbow: 14 Imaginative Quilts That
Play With Color
Quilting is a beautiful and versatile craft that can be used to create a wide
variety of projects, from traditional bedspreads to modern wall hangings.
One of the most popular trends in quilting today is the use of rainbow
colors. Quilters are using rainbow colors to create stunning and eye-
catching quilts that are sure to brighten up any room.
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If you're looking for a way to add some color and fun to your home,
consider making a rainbow quilt. There are many different rainbow quilt
patterns available, so you can find one that fits your skill level and style.
Whether you're a beginner quilter or an experienced pro, you're sure to find
a rainbow quilt pattern that you love.

14 Imaginative Rainbow Quilts

Here are 14 imaginative rainbow quilts that are sure to inspire you:
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1. Rainbow Ombre Quilt by Quilter's Cache

2. Rainbow Scrap Quilt by Sew Can Sew

3. Rainbow Scrap Quilt by Diary of a Quilter

4. Moonlight Rainbow Quilt by Quilting Daily

5. Rainbow Ombre Quilt Sew Along by Sew Stylish

6. Jelly Roll Rainbow Quilt by Fabric.com

7. Rainbow Scrap Quilt by Fat Quarter Shop

8. Rainbow Jelly Roll Quilt by Love Quilting

9. Rainbow Scrap Quilt by Quilters Online

10. Rainbow Quilt by Country Living

11. Rainbow Quilt by Better Homes & Gardens

12. Rainbow Jelly Roll Quilt by Martha Stewart

13. Rainbow Dreams Quilt by AllFreeSewing

14. Rainbow Quilt Patterns by Quilting Board

Tips for Making a Rainbow Quilt

Here are a few tips for making a rainbow quilt:

Choose a variety of rainbow colors. You can use bright and bold
colors, or you can use more subtle colors. It's up to you!

Experiment with different quilt patterns. There are many different
rainbow quilt patterns available, so you can find one that fits your skill
level and style.



Use high-quality fabrics. The quality of your fabrics will affect the
overall look and feel of your quilt.

Take your time. Quilting is a slow and steady process. Don't rush
through it. Enjoy the process of creating a beautiful work of art.

Rainbow quilts are a beautiful and fun way to add color and cheer to your
home. Whether you're a beginner quilter or an experienced pro, you're sure
to find a rainbow quilt pattern that you love. So what are you waiting for?
Get started on your own rainbow quilt today!
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The Gathering Pacific Storm: An Epic Struggle
Between Japan and the United States
The Gathering Pacific Storm is a 1991 book by author Winston Churchill.
The book tells the story of the lead-up to World War II in the Pacific,
and...

How CIA-Contra Gangs and NGOs
Manufacture, Mislabel, and Market Mass Murder
In the annals of covert operations, the CIA's involvement with the Contra
rebels in Nicaragua stands as one of the most egregious examples of
state-sponsored terrorism. The...
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